
Boston Math 
Teachers’ Circle 

We are pleased to announce the 

founding of the Boston Math 

Teachers’ Circle!  The BMTC is a 

community of teachers and 

mathematicians who come 

together regularly to freely 

exchange ideas about math and 

teaching. 

Our monthly meetings provide a 

place for middle school math 

teachers to  

 Re-energize/discover their 

passion for math through 

mathematical explorations 

with colleagues in an 

enjoyable, supportive 

setting 

 Develop and share math 

knowledge and problem-

solving strategies to help 

teachers enrich their 

classroom teaching  

Fully funded by the Educational 

Advancement Foundation (EAF), 

and sponsored by Harvard’s 

Math for Teaching program, the 

BMTC offers an exciting 

professional development 

opportunity for teachers looking 

to deepen their mathematical 

understanding and appreciation.  
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The Boston     
  Math  
    Teachers’  
       Circle 
Middle school teachers exploring math 

together - sharing in the joy and 

creativity of mathematical discovery! 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

Explore Math Together 

In our monthly Boston Math Teachers’ Circle 

meetings you’ll get a chance to work together on 

intriguing math problems alongside mathematicians 

from local universities.  Problems for our sessions 

are typically chosen by the whole group - we start 

off by thinking about a particular situation, and then 

explore mathematical connections and see where it 

leads us! Try starting your own exploration with the 

Math Puzzle at the bottom right corner! 

Develop your math knowledge 

and problem solving skills To 

help enrich your own teaching    

Participating in the BMTC puts the Common Core’s 

Mathematical Practices - such as “Make sense of 

problems and persevere in solving them,”  “Reason 

abstractly,” and “Construct viable arguments” – 

directly into action.  Experiencing these first-hand 

gives you the chance to discuss with other teachers 

and mathematicians how to develop these practices 

in your own students. 

 

 

“Mathematics is not a careful 

march down a well-cleared 

highway, but a journey into a 

strange wilderness...” 

- W. S. Anglin 

 

  Start your journey in      

    good company with  

      the Boston Math  

        Teachers’ Circle! 

The BMTC starts off in style this summer with a… 

Summer Math Retreat! 

During the week of August 4th to 8th, enjoy a four-night 

stay at the beautiful Essex Retreat and Conference 

center in Essex, Massachusetts (http://www.eccr.com), 

a short drive north of Boston.  The summer retreat is 

fully paid for, including all meals and accommodations. 

 

We’ll spend the day in math exploration sessions, and 

in the evenings we’ll hear from local mathematicians 

and educators and enjoy mathematically-themed social 

events (math scavenger hunts, origami sessions, “pi” 

contests, math and music sessions, and more!).   

 

 Getting Involved 
We are looking for about 20 to 30 local area 

middle school math teachers who would like to 

be a part of the Boston Math Teachers’ Circle.  

The BMTC is completely funded; joining is free. 

We are simply hoping to find teachers who are 

excited about exploring math and developing and 

sharing knowledge with others!  

To find out more about Math Teachers’ Circles 

around the country, please visit 

http://www.mathteacherscircle.org 

Contact Us 

For more information about the Boston Math 

Teachers’ Circle, please get in touch with us: 

Boston Math Teachers’ Circle 

51 Brattle Street 

Cambridge, MA 02138 

BMTC@math.harvard.edu 

http://bostonmathteacherscircle.wordpress.com 

Upcoming Dates 

 Preference will be given for summer retreat 

applications submitted by May 1st  (please 

apply through our website given above). 

 BMTC’s monthly meetings begin Fall 2014, 

hosted on the Harvard campus. The first 

meeting is scheduled for Saturday, Sept. 20th. 

Math Puzzle Corner! 
(thanks to Jim Tanton!) When writing love letters 

people sometimes end with a sequence of O’s 

and X’s signifying hugs and kisses.  Suppose you 

don’t like giving two hugs in a row (i.e. OO) so 

that writing XOXXOXXX would be fine, but not 

XOOXXOXO because of the OO in it.  

With this constraint in mind, how many ways can 

you write out a sequence of eight X and O 

symbols to end your love letters?   

  

http://www.mathteacherscircle.org/

